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Software Version 2.2.1

Date: January 14, 2010 (rev. 16)

Changes

1. Layout and Sensitivity changes in the Scan Head Diagnostics dialog.

2. Dark image correction for the FlexAFM Video Camera, which removes pixels standing out from the video image background under high gain conditions.

3. The Auto Clear button has been separated from the regular Clear button.
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4. Files with the extensions .HED, .PAR, .CHART, .INI, and .LLD will be read and written in UTF-8 format to support Unicode characters. Files of these types that are in ASCII format will be converted to UTF-8 on the fly. Currently, .NID files will not support Unicode.

Corrections

1. Minor bug fixes.
2. The incorrect offset applied by the Lithography “manipulation” function was corrected.
3. Crashes occurring under VISTA and Windows 7 while closing the application have been solved.
4. The frame rate for the FlexAFM Video Camera was adjusted to eliminate USB bandwidth bottlenecks.

Software Version 2.2.0

Date: July 28, 2009 (rev. 0)

New features

1. Support for the FlexAFM Video Camera has been added.
2. Thumbnail previews of .NID files are now available in the Microsoft Windows Explorer.
3. A Kelvin Probe Force Microscopy controller has been implemented in the SPM software.
4. Sample X- and Y-slope can now be corrected with the click of a button (no scripting interface required) or be set automatically for each measurement.
5. Chart context menu: Several functions (e.g. analysis tools or copy functionality) can now be accessed directly using the chart context menu. It is also possible to copy the currently selected chart to the clipboard.
6. Delete chart data: Old chart data can be deleted at all times, regardless of whether a measurement is running or not. It is also possible to select Auto delete, which deletes the old measurement data every time a full measurement is finished.

**Changes**

1. Due to the added support for the FlexAFM Video Camera and its functionality, the CompactAFM Video Camera’s behavior now follows the FlexAFM Video Camera’s behavior.

2. Scrollbars will appear if the chart view is bigger than the actual view size.

3. The Video Camera will be turned off in case of STM operation.

4. The “Start” and “Finish” button in the imaging window is now organized as a drop down list button. The drop down list button menu consists of the functions “Start”, “Stop” and “Finish”.

5. The functions “Restart measurement from bottom” and “Restart measurements from top” are also organized as a drop down list button, as are the “Start” and “Stop” buttons in the spectroscopy window and lithography windows.

**Corrections**

1. Minor bug fixes.

**Software Version 2.1.1**

Date: March 31, 2009 (rev. 0)

**New features**

1. Some features that were introduced for the FlexAFM scan head in software version 2.1.0 have been made compatible for non-FlexAFM scan heads.
Corrections
1. Minor bug fixes.

Software Version 2.1.0

Date: March 12, 2009 (rev. 0)

New features
1. Support for the FlexAFM scan head added.
2. “Frequency Peak Search” dialog added.

Changes
1. The check “Scan head Diagnosis” dialog has been modified to support the FlexAFM scan head. Some of the additional indicators are also available for non-FlexAFM scan heads. The lateral deflection indication is only available for FlexAFM scan heads.

Corrections
1. Minor bug fixes.

Software Version 2.0.0

Date: January 27, 2009 (rev. 0)

New features
1. All Nanosurf control software now contains a dedicated lithography module. With the traditional Nanosurf ease of use, this module can turn your microscope from a surface visualization tool into a surface
manipulation tool that can write complex patterns or execute direct freehand tip manipulations.

Features and Benefits of the Lithography module:

• Control software integration:
  Easy handling and quick results for beginners

• Direct, mouse-controlled, freehand tip movement:
  Scratch patterns, draw oxidation lines, push particles

• Even more possibilities with the licensed Lithography Option:
  Use multi-layered vector graphics or multi-level pixel graphics to create complex patterns on your sample surface with just a few mouse clicks

2. The Data Info panel content can be copied to the clipboard and/or saved to a file. The content is organized as “key → value” and separated by a <tab>. This allows easy import to e.g. Excel or Word.

3. It is now possible to close all open “.nid” documents at once.

Changes

1. The scaling of the chart no longer affects the axis text size, unless the display size is smaller than 256 pixels.

2. The Approach panel now uses a progress bar to indicate any approach or retract action.

3. Sensor calibration has been improved. The number of sensor Z-axis movements during calibration or operating mode change has been reduced to a single lift-up event.

4. Adjustment of the free vibration amplitude has become faster and more accurate for very low amplitudes.

5. The Serial Com Port selector “Controller configuration Dialog” now allows selection of any com port number between 1 and 256. Available Com ports may show extra text next to the COMx text e.g. “COM3 USB Serial Port”.

5
6. The “Frequency Sweep” chart is now displayed in the “Tool Results” panel. As before, the “Frequency Sweep” chart can also be displayed as a measurement by checking “Display sweep chart” in the “Mode Properties” section of the “Operating Mode” panel.

7. Text strings in script files to be used with the Scripting interface should now use a semicolon rather than a comma to separate elements. Example: “1.25,10.25,… → 1.25;10.25;…”.

8. The language selection in the “User Interface” dialog has become a dropdown list.

9. The firmware version is now checked at startup of the PC software. If the firmware version of the controller does not match the firmware version in the “bin” directory of the software, the firmware will be updated regardless of whether the firmware in the controller is newer or not. This new behavior assures that the PC software and the controller firmware are compatible.

Corrections

1. The flickering of chart views when resizing has been reduced.

2. Minor bug fixes.

Software Version 1.8.0

Date: March 31, 2008 (rev. 0)

New features

1. Support for the SPM S50 and S200 Controllers was added.

2. Charts and documents can now also be exported as TIFF and PNG files.

3. A new and signed USB to Serial converter driver has been integrated into the installation process. The installation is silent, but any device that uses a USB to Serial converter must be disconnected during the installation. The
driver will be installed in both the setup and update version of the Nanosurf software installation.

This new USB driver and some internal communication reprogramming have been implemented to protect the application from crash at application shutdown and to avoid lost of data on PCs with multiple CPU cores.

**Corrections**

1. Video window presentation and handling have been improved.
2. The Positioning, Imaging and Spectroscopy window will not be opened when the application is started through a double-click on a NID file.
3. Minor bug fixes.

**Software Version 1.7.0**

Date: January 8, 2008 (rev. 3)

**New features**

1. Nanosurf Report v5 is now supported.
2. easyScan 2 STM only: A short voltage pulse can be generated by a new button "Tip cleaning" in the "Tip Properties" Panel. The voltage pulse height is 5V and approx. 100ms in duration.

3. The application software is now localized to Japanese, China Traditional and Chinese Simplified languages.
4. User defined Scripts and Report templates are now displayed in their own respective menus, are sorted alphabetically, and can be arranged in subdirectories that are display as submenus.

5. An updated Cantilever Browser dialog, which displays more properties of the Cantilevers in a table. Also, new Cantilever types are available and supported by the application: A selected range of available NanoWorld/Nanosensor, BudgetSensors and AppNano Cantilevers are now preconfigured. There are more usable cantilever types with many different tip shapes available from each manufacturer. Please consult their product catalogue for more information.
6. Two cantilever deflection unit styles are now available for all static force operating modes: The deflection of the cantilever is either displayed as [m] or [N/m] in all charts. The [N/m] display method is particularly useful for Force/Distance curve measurement with the Spectroscopy Window. Use the selection in the Menu "Options / Config Cantilever types". See the screen shot above.

7. easyScan 2 System only: if the Signal Module A is installed in the controller, a new dialog is available at menu "Options / Config Signal Module..." to configure the various output signals:
Changes

1. The Positioning, Imaging and Spectroscopy windows now save their positions and visibility status in the chart-configuration file as well. This provides better customization support for window placement and visual configuration (hidden, shown, or min- or maximized) at startup if the current window placement is saved to the Default chart file.

2. "Color map" and "shade map" charts are now displayed with multiple threads. This improves the drawing performance on systems with multiple CPU cores.

3. easyScan 2 STM only: The manual approach speed can be configured by a new value in the scan head calibration file: "MaxApproachSpeed=1.0".

4. Integer values in the Windows Registry are now saved as Integer-Keys and not as Strings-Keys as they were before. Old String-Keys are still readable.

5. Scripts have to be saved as UTF-8 formatted files to support international characters and not as ANSI or simple text.
Corrections

1. The "3D View"-chart could crash if the number of lines and points where not equal. This bug has been fixed.

2. If Windows was configured to hide file extensions, the deletion of saved crash files was not possible. This has now been corrected.

3. If Windows was configured to use a character other than ‘.’ as decimal point, the script function objData.SetLine() could not convert the data string. To solve this error, any script using SetLine() should first join data by using the command Join(dataarray,";"). Do not use Join(dataarray","").

4. Slow scanning of images with 2000 pixels or more could crash the firmware in the controller. This problem has been solved.

5. Various User Interface menu and Toolbar bugs have been corrected to avoid some rare cases where crashes occurred when the mouse hovered over a menu or tool bar item.

Software Version 1.6.0

Date: May 3, 2007 (rev. 0)

New features

1. The application software is now compatible with Microsoft Windows Vista.

2. The application software is now compatible with international character sets.

3. easyScan 2 System only: Driver support for new easyScan 2 AFM Video Module.

**Software Version 1.5.1**

**Changes**

1. Improved automatic detection of different video module driver.

**Corrections**

1. At start up or upon loading of parameter/chart files an empty error dialog could be displayed. This bug has been corrected.
2. The approach was started even if the frequency sweep displayed an error. This bug has been corrected.
3. Print Preview could crash if resized corrected.
4. Maximum number of data points could be too high in some operating mode.
5. Save and restore functionality of Workspaces improved.
6. Improved Controller communication to handle special rare cases.

**Software Version 1.5.1**

Date: November 24, 2006 (rev. 1)

**New features**

1. New tool "Correct background plane" added to the Tool menu. With this function it is possible to remove the slope in X and Y direction of an image. The plane is defined graphically by three points in a color map chart. These three points should mark positions of equal height. The software then calculates the plane which contains all three points and subtracts this plane from the image data. Thus it sets the height of the three points to an equal height.

2. The tools "Create cross section" and "Calc line roughness" are now active in Line charts too.
Changes

1. The change in behavior of the tool "Correct Scan Line Levels" in v1.5.0 is changed back except for the creation of a full copy of the document. Together with the background plane correction tool this behavior is more useful.

2. Maximum "Time/line" value in the imaging panel is increased from 10s to 120s.

Corrections

1. The dialog shown without any text content is no longer displayed if some special Chart- or Parameter files are loaded.

2. The creation of a new chart in an empty window or document no longer crashes the software.

3. Write access to a write protected file is now displayed as an error.

4. Approach stage motor movement during system initialization is now suppressed and does not result in an endless movement.

5. Improved video camera driver detection. The parameter setting for the two known drivers is automatically set. For unknown drivers the user can adjust the parameters with the configuration buttons in the "Config. Controller" dialog.

6. The predefined position of the tip at approach now correctly loads from hed-files at start up or after change of calibration file.

7. A wrong message "Approach at max limit" appeared in the approach panel at start up. This bug has now been fixed.

8. The P- and I-Gain settings of the Z-Controller were limited to wrong maximum values on some older calibration files. This bug has been fixed.

9. easyScan 2 System only: During STM approach the movement could suddenly speed up and never reach the target. This error has been corrected.
New features

1. The 3D view chart has been replaced with an interactive OpenGL version with much better image quality.

To interactively control the view of the surface, click and hold the left mouse button down over the 3D image area:

- To change the rotation angle, move the mouse left/right,
- To change the tilt angle, move the mouse up/down.

To change different properties, additional keys or mouse buttons have to be pressed:

- To change the distance to the surface (to zoom out/in), hold down the Ctrl key while moving the mouse up/down.
- To change the surface position, hold down the Shift key while moving the mouse up/down or left/right.
- To change the z-range scale, hold down the right mouse button while moving the mouse up/down.
NEW FEATURES

• To change the light source angles, hold down both Shift and Ctrl keys. Moving the mouse left/right changes the light source azimuth from 0 – 360°. Moving the mouse up/down changes the light source altitude between 0 – 90°. The light source is shining from far away to the centre of the surface. An altitude of 0° means the light source is in the surface plane. An altitude of 90° means the light source is exactly above the center of the surface.

During the interaction the surface is reduced in feature complexity to improve drawing speed. The final redrawing time after releasing the left mouse with full surface precision could be slow on older PCs. With the Chart Properties "Span" and "Center" you can define the thresholds for high and low features.

Hint: To create good-looking 3D images use the Tool "Correct Scan Line Level" and then the new Glitch and Noise reduction filters to remove unwanted measurement artifacts. Set the light source azimuth to 90° (parallel to the scan lines) to remove unwanted shadows between individual scan lines. Click the tool bar button once or twice until no clipping of high features is visible (or adjust the "Span" and "Center" Properties).

2. A new Imaging Mode for MFM/EFM measurements is implemented in the Advanced level User Interface:

![Imaging Modes](image)

A full description of the theory and operational usage can be found in technical note **TN00031 MFM**, which registered users can download from the support area of our home page.
3. A new Approach Option to control the stage position is implemented in the Advanced level User Interface:

The slider defines the position of the tip during the approach. Normal position is in the center at 0µm. For surfaces with deep or high features close to the maximal z-scan range it could be better to set the tip position close to one side of the z-range. For surfaces with holes set the tip position closer to "Retracted". For surfaces with high small features set the tip position closer to "Advanced".

After the approach you can also readjust the tip position with this slider (e.g. drift movement compensation). To do this click and drag the slider to the desired position and release it. Then the approach motor starts to move the scanner stage and the z-feedback controller tracks the tip position until it reaches the new position. The "Approach speed" parameter controls the stage moving speed. Use speeds as slow as possible to minimize the risk of tip damage. If the movement takes too long click the "Stop" button to interrupt the movement.

4. Two new Tools to reduce image distortions are implemented (Tools Menu):

They reduce typical imaging problems: The "Glitch" filter removes single scan line distortions. The "Noise" filter removes overall pixel noise. To apply a filter to a signal click to the corresponding Color map chart and select the menu item or tool bar button. A copy of the full document is created with the selected signal filtered; all other signals remain unchanged.
Hint: These filters are very useful for creating good-looking 3D images because even small glitches and noise disturbances are very visible in the 3D rendering because of the lighting.

5. The sliders in the Video Options Section of the Video Panel are now interactive during the sliding, and the video updates image immediately. The illumination only changes immediately if the scanner is not scanning.

6. A new automatic hardware signal offset calibration prior to the approach enables better low amplitude measurements in Dynamic Force and Phase Contrast Operating Modes.

**Changes**

1. Printing and Windows BMP-Export has been improved. A poorly sized document window size no longer clips the charts. Also the background is now white.

2. A change of scan speed ("Time / Line") lo longer forces a restart of the current image.

3. The tool "Correct Scan Line Levels" now creates a full copy of the document like the Glitch and Noise reduction filters. The results no longer depend on the selected chart filter. Instead, the tool always uses the raw data, and alters the height values of the selected line to the mean height value of all raw data points between the start and end point of the selected line. These changes help to get good-looking results more quickly.

**Corrections**

1. A 0% illumination setting now completely switches off the lateral LED illumination.

2. Scripting Interface properties IsMoving, IsCapturing and IsMeasuring no longer block the script execution.

3. Scripting Interface method StartMoveTipTo(x,y,z) and Spectroscopy Panel Position Section parameters now calculate the correct tip positions.
New features

1. Mobile S System only: Support for Mobile S Rev 2 Controller and Scan Heads.

2. Enhanced "Spectroscopy Window" functionality:
   - Modulation Output calculates modulation ramp with higher resolution. No more value rounding problems.
   - Modulation of "User Output"-DAC is possible now. Available with Mobile S Rev 2 Controller and easyScan 2 Systems.
   - Activation of Z-Controller and measuring of the "Topography"-Signal is now possible. Available for all Operating Modes.
   - The "Start" button changes to "Stop" during measurement. Therefore a spectroscopy sequence can now be stopped by the user at any time.
   - Range checking can now be switched off if desired. This simplifies the handling for standard spectroscopy situations where no precautions are necessary.
   - The Averaging function now only includes completed measurements and ignores spectroscopy data from aborted measurements (range check events or user stop request).
   - If range check events occur, an information dialog appears and the total amount of events is stored to the document and is visible in the Data Info Panel.
   - Small improvements in the User Interfaces for Easy, Standard and Expert Levels.

3. Series of images can now be captured automatically with the improved "Photo" button in the Imaging Window. A click to "Photo" activates the capturing mode until the "Photo" button is de-selected again or the
scanning is stopped. In capturing mode a new document is created every time a complete frame is measured.


6. New Script Interface Properties and Methods:
   - Support for the new spectroscopy features
   - Enhanced window and dialog visibility control
   - Individual Sync-Output mode settings for Imaging and Spectroscopy.
   - Some new properties for Scan- and Approach-Class

7. Refer to "Version history" page in the "Programmers Manual" online help for a full documentation of the new functions.

**Changes**

1. File load and save dialogs remember the most recently selected directory and reuse it the following time

2. The scan head calibration dialog has an improved User Interface for better usage.

**Corrections**

1. Bug in the „Measure distance " tool corrected. Distance measurement of "Cross Section"-Results was not possible.

2. Under certain circumstances the approach with AFM scan heads could end at maximum range instead of close to z-midrange. This is now corrected.

3. Software compatibility check and automatic firmware update functions are improved.
Software Version 1.3.0

4. Color palette settings are now saved and restored at start up.
5. The "Positioning Window" now stores its window size in the chart file.

Software Version 1.3.0

Date: August 23, 2005 (rev. 2)

New features

1. Opening *.ezd measurement files created with easyScan E-Line or easyScan DFM software is now supported. Use the standard Menu "File- >Open..." Dialog and select File type "easyScan Data file". Drag and drop of *.ezd-files onto the Application Window is also supported.

2. The Scripting Interface is improved with new objects. Full document handling is now supported for script languages, as is creation and manipulation of data document windows, chart displays and data containers. A complete description of the new objects is found in the updated "Programmers Manual" online help file. The updated MobileS.tlb-File defines the added interfaces.

3. New script examples added. "Remove glitch" demonstrates data manipulation, "Create Histogram" demonstrates data analysis possibilities and "Adjust Slope" demonstrates how to create online helper functions. A demo script to export data values to a customer defined file format is also included.

4. A LabView example program is available on request for free. It demonstrates how to control the measurement application with the LabView VI graphical program.

5. The tool "Measure Length" now always calculates both "Width" and "Height" of a distance.
Changes

1. The "Save Image" button is moved from the video window into the "Video Source" Section.

2. If the application reloads files which were not stored it displays an information dialog after startup.

3. User level "Standard" and "Easy" automatically switch on the "Auto" check boxes for all the hidden functionalities. They also set default numerical values to some hidden properties.

4. Force Modulation Operating mode now always displays the resonance peak search chart.

Corrections

1. Tip Voltage adjustment was not possible in "Advanced" user level. This has been corrected.

2. Manipulating scan head calibration information with the Scan head Calibration Dialog no longer allows changing the wrong signal.

3. "Measure Distance" and "Measure Angle" tools now only require identical units of X and Z axes if a chart is in line mode to measure the distance or angle.

4. Firmware update is only performed if controller is compatible with PC software.

5. Menu "Config->Check Scan head" now displays real information.

6. Under rare circumstances it was possible that unexpected approach motor movement or change of video camera source could happen. This has been corrected.

Software Version 1.2.0

Date: Januari 10, 2005 (revised June 30, 2005)
New features

1. Visual Basic Scripting technology is integrated into the software. The application has a built in interpreter for VBScript. Automated measurement, lithography, custom data analysis functions and many more are now possible. A rich set of commands give the user full access to software internals and microscope settings.

A new pull down menu "Script" has been introduced. A "Script Editor"-Dialog can be opened to enter VBScript programs interactively and can be executed by a click to the "Run" button.

Completed programs can be loaded and run by either selecting a script by file dialog or just selecting a script as a menu item. Scripts in a configurable directory are displayed in this menu.

A "Script Programmers Manual" is included with the software. It has a Tutorial chapter for beginners, sample programs and a full object interface reference for advanced users. (see 5. for more details)

2. Controlling the application from external programs is now supported. The application acts as a standard COM Automation Server. This is a Microsoft Standard for interfacing different software application. Many third party programs are compatible with this standard such as LabView, MathLab, Visual C++, Visual Basic, Java or Delphi.

The external program can control the SPM software with the same commands as the internal script interpreter does. The "Script Programmers Manual" has a chapter on how to integrate the SPM Software application into other third party software.
3. A protection for unsaved measured data has been implemented. If the software crashes, the unsaved images can be recovered from the temporary disc space. The next start of the application restores and loads these images automatically from the temporary disc space.

4. Operating and Reference Manuals have been updated.

5. The new "Script Programmers Manual" takes the form of a windows help file. It can be found at "Start->Programs->"Your SPM Software"->Script Programmers Manual".

### Changes

1. The description of values in the Data Info Panel is now equal to the user interface names.

2. If Auto start imaging is enabled in the Position Window, the Imaging Window is now automatically opened and brought to the front.

3. The file name extensions of report templates have been removed from the Menu Report.

### Corrections

1. Chart Properties Dialog: New values entered in Span and Center are now properly range checked.

2. Saving documents while exiting the program with open Position or Imaging windows could generate corrupt data files. This has been corrected.

3. Software no longer crashes if "Photo" and "Retract" buttons are clicked to quickly after another.

4. Scanning very slowly no longer leads to "No connection to microscope" error messages.

5. On older or slow PCs the data transfer from Mobile S Controller could be blocked while scanning of large images. This has been corrected.
Software Version 1.1.0

6. Menu "Report->Add measurement" now works with unsaved images.

7. A image size of only one scan line was handled incorrectly. This is now possible and the Image height is set to 0.

8. Loading of par-files with different operating modes could set the z feedback controller set point to a wrong value. This has been corrected.

9. Closing of the application while redrawing a chart no longer crashes the application.

10. The start of an approach for recalibration during scanning could crash the tip into the sample in special circumstances. This has been corrected.

11. Tool Roughness Area: The unit for Area size is now displayed correctly.

12. Tool Roughness Line: The unit for Length is now displayed correctly.

Software Version 1.1.0

Date: September 21, 2004

New features

1. A ‘User Input’ is now active. A new section "User input" is now in the Operating Mode Panel:

The User Input is available in all imaging and spectroscopy modes except in the "Spreading resistance"-Operating mode. If you click on "Config" you can freely define a name for the user input, define the physical unit of the signal and its range.

This information is stored in the currently loaded scan head calibration file. If a user has no Windows XP/2000 access rights to the hed-file this cannot
be saved. In this case create a copy of the calibration file and load this copy, then the user input information is stored there.

2. A highly improved Z- Controller due to a new real time algorithm in the Controller software. This new algorithm reduces noise and spikes in the topography and the phase signal. Therefore a new section has been introduced in the advanced user level. In all other user levels this new algorithm is automatically active.

3. The I-Gain (Standard and Advanced Level) and Loop-Gain (Easy Level) are now self adapting to the sensitivity of the scan head. This simplifies the usage of high resolution and large scan heads. The user no longer has to remember different gain settings for different scan heads. In all cases an I-Gain / Loop-Gain of about 1000-2000 is ok to measure, as for the large scan head.

4. The chart properties dialog now auto updates its chart immediately after the values have been changed, without closing the dialog window. It also contains a "Set" button. Use this to optimize the z-range manually.

5. The video images of both video cameras can now be stored as a JPG-file. The save button is just below the video image in the position window.

6. In each document the following information it is now saved: Controller’s serial number, its firmware version and the PC SPM Software version.

7. Operating and Reference Manuals are now available
Changes

1. The arrangement algorithm of charts has changed. It first tries to align new charts vertically instead of horizontally. But if there is more space to the right than to the bottom it places a chart in the next row. This behavior should ease chart handling.

2. Behavior of automatic z range adjustment for line charts optimized. A histogram algorithm and new minimal thresholds are now used.

3. The red coloring of out of range data is now only done if data values are out of measurement range and not only out of visible chart range.

4. In "Spreading resistance"-Operating mode, the tip voltage section is now displayed in all user levels.

5. Spectroscopy Panel now has slightly modified section layouts in all user levels.

Corrections

1. Selection of report files, displayed in the Report pull down menu, now working correctly.

2. Numerical format of data export to csv-Files und plt-Files corrected.

3. The positioning of new document windows has been improved.

4. Error in the calculation of X/Y Position for cursor tools if a chart has an offset other than zero has been corrected.

5. Error in Chart Properties dialog corrected: Handling of "Show axis"- and "Auto set"-button of data range was only updated if another button was also changed.

6. COM-Ports above COM9 could not be selected. The new limit is now COM99.
Software Version 1.0.0

Date: Juli, 2004: Initial release…